
SURELINE SYSTEMS AND ONIX INK
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
Onix to Leverage SUREedge Migrator to
Deliver Market's Fastest Agentless
Migration Solution

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, US, April 10,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- San Jose,
Calif. – April 10, 2017, Sureline Systems,
a leader in enterprise-class physical and
virtual server, cloud, and container
migration and disaster recovery software
solutions today formally announced a
strategic technology partnership
agreement with Onix, a top Google Cloud
Premier Partner that resells the entire
Google Cloud portfolio. Under the terms
of the partnership, Onix can now include
the Sureline SUREedge® Migrator
software license as a key component of
its migration services offerings. Additionally, the Onix team can deliver the SUREedge Disaster
Recovery software component with its industry-leading Google Cloud solutions.
Tweet this: #datamigration software leader @SurelineSystems inks strategic partnership with
@OnixNetworking #google cloud premier partner read at http://bit.ly/2kW5u1z

As cloud consultants, Onix
provides customers direction
on how to best move to the
cloud. The Sureline products
help us ensure customers get
a fast and reliable migration.”

John Lawler, Director of
Onix’s Cloud Professional

Services

John Lawler, Director of Onix’s Cloud Professional Services
team commented, “We are pleased to add Sureline Systems
as one of our strategic partners. As cloud consultants, Onix
provides customers direction on how to best move to the
cloud. The Sureline products help us ensure customers get a
fast and reliable migration."

“We are very excited to enter into this partnership with such
an outstanding industry leader,” said George Symons, COO,
Sureline Systems, Inc. “We believe that including our
SUREedge solutions as part of Onix's Google Cloud initiatives
will expand their migration offerings and provide an
outstanding experience for their customers.”

About SUREedge Migrator
SUREedge Migrator captures application consistent images from any physical or virtual server. These
point-in-time images are then replicated using efficient deduplication, compression and encryption, to
a local or remote site or Cloud. SUREedge Migrator includes a migration planner to develop an end-
to-end plan to automate the overall migration process. The plan identifies which machines are to be
migrated and when, and defines any interrelationships between servers that create complex

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://bit.ly/2kW5u1z


applications. SUREedge leverages its automated transformation functionality to migrate from any
source to any target, local or remote site or Cloud, where dissimilar hardware or operating
environments can be used at the source and target.

About SUREedge Disaster Recovery
SUREedge Disaster Recovery (DR) delivers enterprise-class DR with WAN-optimized active-active
replication, global deduplications, compression, and encryption. With SUREedge DR, IT managers
can securely and quickly protect all applications, operating systems, data, etc., replicating from any
physical or virtual server to any target, Cloud or remote site. A central management console and
agentless architecture lower operational expenditures (OpEx) for an efficient and cost-effective
solution. SUREedge uses a snapshot when capturing a recovery point to ensure that when a failover
occurs, a full consistent image is recovered. DR plans can be tested with no impact on the production
environment to ensure confidence and speed of execution if a disaster should occur.

About Onix
Onix (Onix Networking Corp.) is a leading developer and provider of technology solutions and
consulting services to a broad range of corporate and government customers. Onix partners with
technology industry leaders and offers extensive expertise in the design and implementation of end-
to-end comprehensive solutions. Onix has been a Google partner since 2001 and has been
recognized by Google as well as customers with numerous awards for work done in North America
and globally. Most recently, Onix received the Google Cloud 2016 North American Partner Award for
G Suite Customer Success. For more information, visit www.onixnet.com.
Follow Sureline:
Twitter: @SurelineSystems
LinkedIn: https://linkedin.com/company/sureline-systems
FaceBook: https://www.facebook.com/Sureline-Systems-Inc-432101430287977/

About Sureline Systems 
Sureline's patented, award winning SUREedge® is a proven enterprise-class software solution for
Cloud Migration, Cloud Disaster Recovery, Datacenter Consolidation and Application Mobility.
SUREedge reduces risk through encrypted and efficient data transmission,  and reliable
transformation of the entire application, its data and interdependencies from source server to the
target server virtualization or Cloud. It is easy-to- deploy and manage through a single UI, with
automated discovery, no agents to install, and is completely non-disruptive. SUREedge is source and
destination agnostic working to/from any physical server, any hypervisor (including hyperconverged
infrastructures), any cloud, and any storage. Customers worldwide trust SUREedge to meet their
workload migration, disaster recovery and application mobility objectives. Sureline is headquartered in
San Jose, CA., and its products and services are available through a global network of VARs and
technology service providers.    
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